END ABUSE
EVERY CHILD • EVERY DAY

Hello, my name is Chad Killian. It is my pleasure to present you
with an alternate solution structured to meet the recently changed
legislative background screening requirements.

Chad Killian
Founder, CEO

412-855-9696
cjk@jdp.com
301 Grant Street
Suite 4300
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

JDP has spent years researching and investing millions of dollars
into providing a solution that not only meets the requirements of
Little League International all the way to the United States Olympic
and Paralympic Committee (USOPC), but exceeds them in a way no
other vendor can. We do all this at a competitive and fair price.
JDP is fully invested in youth sports programs nationwide. As the
current provider to hundreds of private, state, and national youth
programs, we have learned first-hand the obstacles you face — not
only in addressing recent legislation, but also in tackling one of the
largest issues affecting our nation today: child abuse.
JDP has met with Little League International as well as local
leagues over the course of the last two years. We have listened
to you and we have developed a solution which:
• exceeds Little League International requirements
• meets the recent legislative requirements
• far surpasses any other screening solution in the industry,
filling in the holes in current screening practices
• utilizes leading-edge technology, including IBM Watson®, to
compile, review, and curate millions more public and proprietary
records versus other background screening providers
• deploys unique techniques: facial recognition technology, state
nomenclature for pled-down dispositions, data lineage/tracking,
and searching suspended/banned lists, etc.
• is provided at a competitive and fair price
Our goal is to continue to be your partner for years to come,
like we have been for hundreds of organizations nationwide.
We are excited to partner with groups like yours to end abuse
in youth sports.
We look forward to your review of our solution, and we welcome
any questions regarding how we can help your organization
through the next decade of eliminating child abuse and sexual
misconduct in the youth sports arena.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to me directly with any questions
via cell phone at 412-855-9696 or by email at cjk@jdp.com.
Respectfully,

Chad Killian
Chief Executive Officer

Who is JDP?
Clear Mission:
End Abuse
Protects tens of millions
of children.
Global company
headquartered in
Pittsburgh, PA.
Privately held, singlefamily owned, founded
in 2009.
This allows JDP the
freedom to invest in the
technology, people and
programs to deliver the
industry’s best youth
protection.

JDP is Revolutionizing
Background Screening

How Can I Participate &
Better Protect Children?

Basic background
screening for sexual
offenses involves
950,000 records —
while JDP’s cognitive
search analyzes over
10 million.

Visit us at
JDP.com
Call us at
(724) 799-8765

Though typical
screenings use outdated
technology — JDP
engages revolutionary
technology, including
IBM Watson®.
Superior screening
solutions at a fair price.

JDP Pledge
The JDP mission is to END ABUSE. We pledge to be the innovative leader
in cognitive background screening, offering fair pricing that is affordable
for youth organizations.

The More You Know,
The More You Can Be Sure
Not only does JDP meet the Requirements of
Little League International and USOPC traditional
screenings*... our multi-level cognitive screening
dives even deeper to reduce errors and provide you
with confident, concrete results you can trust.

LITTLE LEAGUE
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Traditional Screening

USOPC
REQUIREMENTS

COGNITIVE
SCREENING
USOPC
LITTLE LEAGUE

JDP Cognitive Screening —
Meets Little League International and USPOC requirements and is enhanced
by exclusive JDP cognitive technology

• Social Security Number
validation

• (2) Independent MultiJurisdictional Criminal
Database searches

JDP’s cognitive search is a curated, comprehensive profile that goes way
beyond the realm of traditional search requirements. Not only do you
receive SSN validation, name/developed name/residency history, registry
and watch-list searches, you get so much more!

• Federal District Courts
search, 7-year history

• Facial Recognition Technology

• County Criminal Records
search, 7-year history

• Non-Registered Database search

• National Sex Offender
Registry search

• Data Lineage report

• Name and Address
History records

• State Nomenclature comparison

• Multiple National Watch
lists search

• Name Change/Developed Names search

• SafeSport Disciplinary
Database records search

• Suspended, Banned, & Ineligible lists searches

• (Optional) Comprehensive
International Records search

• Cognitive Matching results

• (Optional) Motor Vehicle
Records 3-year history

• COGNITIVE DATA CURATION including structured, facial, and
unstructured data

* USOPM Responsible Sport Organization Background Check Policy 9.19.19

Call us at (724) 799-8765 or visit us at JDP.com for more information.
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Executive Summary
Abuse in sports is not just occurring at the high-profile college athletic
programs that have grabbed the headlines recently. Abuse happens at
all levels of sport, including the most vulnerable participants in youth
sports. Unfortunately, many youth sports organizations are failing
to adequately ensure their safety—and the cultural norms and structure
of the athletic community creates an environment in which sexual abuse
can occur without being uncovered.
While sexual abuse in youth sports is undeniably a troubling issue, many
organizations are creating protection models and enacting legislation to
help protect child participants.

All of these organizations unequivocally
recommend background screening of
administrators, coaches and volunteers as a
critical step in decreasing the risk of abuse in
youth sports.
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JDP partners with many youth sport programs around the country to
perform background screens for administrators, coaches and volunteers.
We support Baseball and Softball, Youth Soccer and Football leagues.
JDP programs have been successful in helping reduce the risk of abuse
in youth sports by reporting criminal activity and alerting the leagues
of individuals who had something other than traffic return on their
background.

JDP by the Numbers
HIT RATES
Youth Sports Leagues combined

3.5%

Baseball

3.4%

Soccer

8.3%

Football

13.4%
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LEGISLATION
The Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse and
Safe Sport Authorization Act of 2017:
•
•
•
•

Clarified reporting requirements
Set required policies and procedures for covered youth sports organizations
Expanded civil remedies for personal injuries related to abuse
Expanded coverage to include amateur sports organizations that participate in interstate or
international competition

RESEARCH AND PREVENTIVE MODELS
• Childhelp Speak Up Be Safe for Athletes: Abuse prevention education initiative
• Sexual Abuse Prevention Model for Sports Organizations:
Plan to prevent and manage abuse

• NSPCC Child Protection in Sport Unit (UK): Check and challenge tools
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Intro
Youth sports can be a fun and engaging way for children to learn valuable life skills such as
self-discipline, socializing, physical fitness, teamwork, sportsmanship, perseverance and a number
of other positive lessons. Studies also suggest that participation in sports can contribute to greater
academic and professional success, with 73% of corporation executives having played sports during
their life.9

These positive outcomes from participating in youth sports, however, can
be severely diminished if a safe and positive climate for the children is
not established. A critical piece of ensuring a safe climate for children to
develop is screening coaches, administrators, and volunteers to uncover
all violations before allowing them access to work with children.
Unfortunately, many youth sports organizations have failed to establish a
mandatory and thorough screening program—leaving potentially millions
of children at risk.

ABUSE IS NOT JUST
A PROBLEM AT HIGH LEVELS

Sexual assault cases at universities with elite sports
programs have grabbed headlines recently. In 2018
alone, both Michigan State University (gymnastics)
and Ohio State University (wrestling) were rocked by
lawsuits involving sexual assault by university staff.
The Michigan State lawsuit was brought by 332
victims against an associate professor and doctor
who sexually abused hundreds of young girls
and women over two decades. The Ohio State
Wrestling lawsuit alleges that a team doctor
“sexually assaulted, abused, battered, molested, and/
or harassed 1,500 to 2,500 male students” during his
tenure with the Buckeyes athletic department.

“

According to
Childhelp2, coaches
are second only to
teachers in their
frequency of
sexual misconduct.

”

While these high-profile cases make the headlines,
sexual assault in youth sports is an unfortunate, but
not uncommon occurrence that often goes
unpublicized. According to Childhelp2, coaches are
second only to teachers in their frequency of sexual
misconduct. Coaches who perpetrate are often
highly regarded and experienced in their sport.
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Sexual Assault in Youth Sports
by the Numbers

90%

2-8%

child sexual abuse
victims know the
perpetrator8

reported range of young
athletes that sexual abuse
impacts in sports8

2-6%

36,250,000

male athletes that have
suffered sexual abuse in the
context of sport5

kids in the U.S.
participate in sports
each year9

700,000

2,900,000

low end (2%) estimate of kids
experiencing sexual harassment
or abuse in sport

high end (8%) estimate of kids
experiencing sexual harassment
or abuse in sport

Dynamics and Situations in Youth Sports
Make Young Athletes Vulnerable

Sports is a context that is conducive to sexual abuse. Athletes and their
parents trust coaches and respect their authority in the sport, with many
coaches actually serving as parental figures themselves. This only
increases as participants move up to elite levels. In her pivotal research
into sexual abuse in sport, Dangerous Sports? Risk, Responsibility and Sex
Offending in Sport1, Celia Brackenridge evaluates the cultural norms and
structure of sport organizations that create an environment in which
sexual abuse can occur without being discovered. These norms and
structure of sport are evident in cases ranging from a one-time
occurrence to the prolonged abused suffered by athletes at Michigan
State University and Ohio State University.
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Factors Contributing to the
Prevalence and Non-Disclosure
of Sexual Assault in Sport
1

CULTURAL NORMS OF THE SPORT COMMUNITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

STRUCTURE OF THE SPORT ORGANIZATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Autocratic authority system
Close personal contact with athletes
Clear power imbalance between athlete and coach
Gives scope for development and maintenance of secrecy
Involves mixed sexes and ages sharing room on away trips
Provokes peer group competition and jealously
Supports collective silence on matters of sexuality

Hierarchical status system
Performance-based rewards
Links rewards to compliance with authority system
Lacks formal procedures for screening, hiring, and monitoring staff
Makes technical/task demands which require legitimate touch
Subsumes individuality within competitive structure

HIGH-RISK SITUATIONS
•
•
•
•

National and international competition and tournaments
Massage by coach
Being alone in a car with a coach
Visiting coach’s home
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Long-Term Affects
of Sexual Abuse
The effects of sexual abuse can impact
the victim far beyond the period in which
the abuse occurred. The victims of sexual
abuse during childhood are prone to
experience the following negative outcomes
into adulthood.3
•

Depression

•

Psychological Distress

•

Poor Self-Esteem

•

Substance Abuse

•

Suicide Attempts

•

Self-Destructive Behavior

•

Dissociative Disorder

•

Severe Post-Traumatic Stress
Symptomatology

•

Psychopathology Disorders

8

Research Suggests Youth Sports
Organizations Aren’t Doing Enough
Taking measures to ensure the safety of everyone involved in youth sports would seem to be a
given, but research has uncovered factors contributing to the less-than-adequate measures being
taken by youth sports organizations in protecting children. In their highly regarded and often-cited
work Sexual Abuse in Sport: A Model to Prevent and Protect Athletes4, Professors in the Department
of Physical Education at Université Laval in Québec, Canada, Sylvie Parent and Guylaine Demers
explore the factors affecting the implementation of measures and the management of sexual abuse
in youth sports.
Parent and Demers found an overall negative view of prevention, with many administrators,
coaches, parents and athletes wary of sexual abuse prevention in sport. Concerns existed that
prevention measures could spread fear that abuse was occurring in the organization, while coaches
and staff also felt exposed to the possibility of unfounded allegations.
Another prominent finding by Parent and Demers was a lack of leadership, competency, and
resources. As many sports organizations rely on volunteers and staff that must fill multiple roles,
administration felt they lacked the specialized resources, tools, and proper training to implement
a successful prevention program.

Notable factors and findings from
the organizations studied:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

None conducted background checks on volunteers, and only one
performed checks on staff
Negative attitudes surrounding prevention methods
Absence of a prevention program in the organization
Parents and Admins had not received training on sexual abuse or awareness
No formal boundaries were set for shower or changing rooms, road trips, or hotel rooms
Codes of Conduct were rare and had no disciplinary action for breaking the agreement
Athletes, parents and coaches did not know what procedures to follow or what resources were
available in the event of an incident
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Work Done to Prevent
Sexual Abuse of Young Athletes
While it may seem overwhelming for youth sport organizations to
develop and implement a sexual abuse prevention and reporting
program, there is plenty of great work currently being done to help.

PRE-K - 12 CURRICULUM
Childhelp Speak Up Be Safe for Athletes prevention education initiative exists to promote the safe
physical, emotional, educational, and spiritual development of youth athletes. The program is
designed to teach children and also aid coaches, educators and parents in providing secure
environments where children can reach their ultimate potential. The comprehensive Pre-K - 12
curriculum provides developmentally-appropriate lessons for students at each grade level that focus
on the risks children at that age may encounter, including physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual
abuse, neglect, bullying and cyberbullying.8

PREVENTION MODELS
Two prominent prevention models for protecting young athletes from sexual abuse are the Sexual
Abuse Prevention Model for Sports Organizations created by Parent and Demers and the Check
and Challenge Tools provided by the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
(NSPCC) Child Protection in Sport Unit in the UK.

Both models list background screening
as a best practice.
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Parent and Demers Prevention
Model (flow chart)4

Factors influencing the
implementation of
measures and
management of SA in the
sports organizations

Pre-employment
Screening

ATHLETES PROTECTED

External Barriers

Training,
informing and
raising awareness
among sports
stakeholders

Training and equipping
sports administrators
responsible for SA

Preventive Measures
Internal Barriers

Providing Leadership

Case Management
Measures
Providing support to
sports organizations

Implementing
rules relating to
behaviour
management
Disciplinary
measures and
action in case of
non-observance
rules

Complaint
management
policies and
disclosure
procedures

Resources
available if cases
arise
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NSPCC Check and Challenge Tools
Recruitment and Placements
Schools staff need to make sure that recruitment checks have been carried out and that all
coaches that are coming into schools to work with children are qualified and competent.
Please note that you have to have answered yes to the questions below.
Before commissioning
activities, have you clarified:

Comments

Lead responsibility
(name and
agency)

Date
completed

An agreement about what safe
recruitment procedures will be
included?
Agreed safe recruitment
procedures have been followed?
DBS checks have been
undertaken (for eligible roles)?
Relevant minimum qualifications
have been checked for the lead
coach and all assistant
coaches? See Minimum
Standards for Active Coaches
guidance document.
Current registration/licence
been checked with National
Governing Body of Sport or
County Sports Partnership if kite
mark/quality assurance scheme
in place?
Agreement on the level of
supervision to be provided by
the school during the activity?
The provider has valid public
liability insurance?
What safeguarding training has
been undertaken by the
deliverers? e.g. sports coach UK
safeguarding and protecting
children workshop, LSCB
basic awareness or sport specific
training in line with NGB
guidelines.
Further information on minimum coaching qualifications and registration/licensing can be provided
by your local County Sports Partnership.
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The Protecting Young Victims from Sexual Abuse
and Safe Sport Authorization Act of 2017

The Protecting Young Victims from

•

Sexual Abuse and Safe Sport

Such organizations must adopt
policies and procedures:

•

Authorization Act of 2017 was
enacted by the United States

•

Congress in 2018 in response to the
widely reported abuse of U.S. female

•

gymnasts. The Act clarified and
expanded existing federal laws
aimed at preventing child abuse
in youth sport. The Act made key

•

Expanded civil remedies for personal
injuries related to child abuse and
lengthens the time to bring such
claims to 10 years from the time of
discovery or the abused minor’s
reaching age 18.

•

By establishing the U.S. Center for
Safe Sport, with full jurisdiction over
Olympic and Paralympic NGBs and
authority to promulgate policies,
training and procedures to prevent
child abuse, the Act has effectively
authorized federal “rules of best
practice,” which amateur athletic
organizations newly brought within
the reach of federal regulation must
consider adopting.

changes to existing law in the
following ways:
•

•

Clarified that covered individuals must now
report suspected child abuse to a law
enforcement agency or child protective
services agency within 24 hours of learning
facts reasonably indicating that such abuse
occurred. Reasonable suspicion of abuse
mandates reporting. Failure to report may
result in criminal penalties.
Expanded the definition of covered
individuals and entities
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Limiting one-on-one interactions
between adults and amateur
athletes
Providing “consistent training”
regarding prevention and
reporting of child abuse
Prohibiting retaliation against
those who report instances of
child abuse
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Important Expansion of the Act’s Coverage
The original federal laws covered Olympic National Governing Bodies (NGB), Paralympic Sports
Organizations, and amateur sports organizations sanctioned by (i.e., holding a certificate of
approval from) an NGB.

The 2018 Act expanded the scope of the Act’s coverage to now include
amateur sports organizations not sanctioned by an NGB. Per the new Act,
amateur sport organizations that participate in interstate or international
competition and whose membership includes any adult who is in regular
contact with an amateur athlete who is a minor are now covered and must
follow the required measures for the prevention of abuse.
Commentaries have emphasized that covered individuals and organizations must understand the
“grooming process” of sexual offenders, i.e., the methods utilized to gain access to a child, groom
him or her for sexual interaction, and then keep the child silent. Because you can’t identify such
individuals from their appearances, parents and adult participants must be trained to identify the
offenders’ behavioral patterns. The Act’s emphasis on prevention training expands upon the
express limitation on one-on-one interactions.
As noted, the Safe Sport Center has developed online training pursuant to the Act. Though the
training modules were developed specifically for NGBs and their supervised organizations, which
are held to the most extensive requirements under the Act, other organizations can pay for and
obtain the training. The federally promulgated training will satisfy the “consistent training”
requirement for amateur sport organizations not under an NGB.

Although background checks are not expressly mentioned in the Act,
and are not otherwise mandated by federal law, the Act’s emphasis on
prevention of abuse encourages youth sport organizations utilizing
background checks as an important method of preventing abuse.
Indeed, every NGB covered by the Act already employs background checks for coaches and other
individuals having frequent contact with, or authority over, participating athletes. Insofar as NGBs
may be viewed as establishing best practices, non-NGB’s, i.e., category iv organizations, risk civil
liability for violating federal best practices and state negligence or statutory standards of care if
they do not require and utilize modern background checks as a critical component of their efforts
to prevent youth athlete abuse.
Background Screening: A Critical Part of Preventing Abuse in Youth Sports | JDP
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The Role of Background Screening in
Preventing Abuse in Youth Sports Organization
Research, legislation, and prominent abuse prevention models all conclude that background
screening is a critical step in decreasing the risk of abuse in youth sports. To ensure the safety of
children involved in youth sports, organizations should perform background checks on all coaches,
administrators, umpires/referees, equipment personnel and any others that have access
to the participants.
While great work continues to be done to address this issue, youth sports organizations must step
up to do everything possible to protect children from abuse and the long-terms effects associated
with such abuse.
JDP proudly serves some of the largest youth sports organizations in the country in helping them
protect all involved in youth sport. JDP has the expertise to guide youth sports leagues in
customizing screening packages to uncover all violations before allowing coaches and volunteers
to work with children.

Contact us today to find out how JDP can help your league.
www.JDP.com
Inquiries@JDP.com
877.745.8525, ext. 2
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